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Part I: The end of kindergarten

the date of publication. I read our big

books as modeled by the teacher at the

easel. A book cover was created
The kindergarten class is presented book for a shared book experience

with the idea of learning more about every day until the end of the school by folding a large piece of construction
first grade by creating a big book enti
tled In First Grade. This group activity

should be spread out over a full week,
about 20 minutes per day, as follows.

year.

Part II: First grade beginnings
In this part of the project, the chil

paper in half and decorating it.
Each book was assembled, and the
cover was stamped "Enjoy?Unedited

Writing!"
Days 5 and 6: Books are shared.

Day 1: The teacher defines the prob dren compare their prior knowledge of
lem. Kindergarten children wondered first grade with their current experi The children took turns sharing their

what first grade was like. They offered ences and identify any remaining ques
what they knew about first grade as I
tions they may have. Ultimately,
listed their thoughts on chart paper at children write individual stories enti

the easel. The children were asked tled "All About First Grade." Again,

books in small groups and with the en

tire class.

The discussions, sharing, and pub
lishing of books in this project engage
children in reflective thinking and in

what they wanted to know about first

this activity should take about a week,

The class discussed various ways to

Day 1: The teacher explains the
ceptions, fears, and concerns of these
task. Students were told that they

grade, and I listed these questions in with the group sessions requiring ap volve the range of language arts:
the same way. The children were told proximately 20 minutes per day, except speaking, listening, reading, and writ
that the next day they would learn a for the day set aside for the individual ing. As a result, children are reassured
and can move forward with confidence
way to find the answers.
ized writing task, which generally re
into first grade. In addition, teachers
Day 2: The children make a plan. quires more time.
learn more about first grade, and I

and parents may be alerted to the per

listed them on the easel paper. While a would be writing books about first

K-l youngsters through their writing.
The two-part format of this project

number of approaches would work grade and that their books would be
here, my class settled on interviews. presented to their parents at the parent can be used for reducing anxiety dur
The idea of personal interviews with teacher conference. The children of ing any major transition, such as a
first graders in our school was intro fered what they knew about first grade move to a new neighborhood or gradu
ation from elementary school to mid
duced and discussed. Each child se
as the teacher wrote on the easel paper.

dle school.

lowing day.

needs teacher at Palmyra Elementary

lected a question he or she wanted to The children were told to bring any
ask. I helped students clarify the me unanswered questions they had the fol Brain is an early childhood/exceptional
chanics of the interview. Each student

went back to our original list of ques
Day 2: The students compare their School in Palmyra, Wisconsin.
tions and chose a specific question to understandings. The teacher reviewed
ask of two first graders. A portable with the children the list of what was
tape recorder was used to record re known. She shared the big book In Reference
sponses. The children chose to work in First Grade with the group. The chil Ogle, D. (1986). K-W-L: A teaching model
that develops active readers of exposi
pairs to conduct their interviews.
dren compared their present knowl
tory text. The Reading Teacher, 39, 564
Day 3: The children carry out their edge with the information they had in
570.

plan. In this case, they took turns visit kindergarten. They discussed the accu

ing the first-grade classrooms to con racy of the information they had re
duct their interviews throughout the ceived. They were given a chance to
day.
raise further questions, to generate a
Day 4: The information becomes list of other things they wanted to
part of a big book. Before class, I know, and to design a plan to answer
wrote the responses from the tape on these questions. If children have such
chart paper. The class listened to the questions, an extra day may be re
tape and followed along as I pointed to quired to conduct research. Here the
the words of the interview. The inter students determined that they were
viewers were asked what they learned.

These responses were written on
pieces of easel paper to become pages
of the big book, In First Grade.

Day 5: The big book is made. Each

ready to begin the individualized writ
ing task.

Day 3: Children write individually.
The children were invited to write in

dividual books about what they had

A Meeting of Minds:

Teaching using

biographies
Peggy Lathlaen

Seeing the biography of Winston
Churchill left in my classroom, I

child illustrated a page of In First learned. Paper was provided with opened the book to the spot where a
Grade. The book was stapled together plenty of room for illustrations. Stu dog-eared piece of paper was sticking
with two blank pages on top. As the dents were asked to write a minimum out. "Dear Winston," said the writing
children observed, I wrote the title on of five ideas and to allocate a page for
scrawl, "You have helped me a lot in
the book cover. The title page was then each idea (see Figure).
facing my goals. Now I can know that I
completed by the group by filling in Day 4: Books are completed. Chil don't have to give up no matter how
the names of the author-illustrators and dren prepared title pages for their
hard it is." I smiled, knowing that Win
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ston Churchill had become a friend

according to their familiarity and indi

and mentor for my fourth grader, Tay

cate whether they have enough infor

be asked during the discussion. As the
facilitator of the discussion, I prepare
lor.
mation to make a selection. After notes on the significant attributes and
Finding Taylor's note once again choosing a famous person, students try life events of all the famous people
confirmed that the "Meeting of Minds" to persuade their peers to read the bi who will be attending the discussion.
unit we had undertaken was worth
ography by presenting personality

while. (It was only a few weeks prior characteristics and interesting events in
to the start of this unit that my stu his or her life. Other introductory ac Rationale
dents, including Taylor, had com tivities include interviewing parents
By enacting a Meeting of Minds dis
plained that they did not want to read
and local actors who portray famous
cussion, students gain deeper under
any biography.)
individuals. Games that require the
standing of famous people and of
The unit, Meeting of Minds, is identities of well-known people to be themselves. For students who have an
based on Steve Allen's former televi concealed while students take turns

sion show by the same name. In his guessing are played to increase stu
show, eminent individuals in history dents' awareness of choices in their
reading.
are portrayed by actors who enact dis
Learning centers prepare students
cussions of high-level issues and prob
lems. The spontaneous discussions are for the Meeting of Minds discussion.
based on thorough research on the Students create classroom time lines

lives of those people played by the ac about the individuals to be studied and
note on the time lines important life
tors. Steve Allen led wide-ranging and
in-depth discussions that covered cur events. These time lines are then com
rent and historical topics as well as pared with general time lines on which
personal and societal issues.
are recorded inventions and other sig
In a similar way, students in our unit nificant events. Costumes of the era
characterized eminent individuals in are also researched. Students read

historically accurate interpretations
based on research they conducted. To
"become" those persons in the discus
sion, the children were encouraged to
discover critical information about

multiple sources, including biogra
phies, autobiographies, and letters.
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations is con

sulted to reveal memorable quotes

made by the individuals being studied.

emerging knowledge of history, an un
derstanding that comes from knowing

about the lives of significant women

and men whose ideas and achieve

ments shaped the world is born. By
coming to know the human factor of
each individual and relating it to their

own lives, the children better under
stand the nature of risk, the need for

mentorships, and what is required
to overcome obstacles, all of which

may be addressed by teaching with
biography.

Comer (1990), a Yale professor of

child psychiatry, discusses the impor
tance of biographies and notes that
many biographies deal with the tra

ditional values of hard work, self

discipline, and fair play, all of which
them, including their achievements,
In addition to discussions, students reinforce parents' efforts to pass on
early influences, reactions to issues of work with partners to compare the
such values. Interested parents may
their day, and so on. For example, stu
characteristics of their subjects. These want to read a biography or a chapter
dents portraying Thomas Jefferson, comparisons are displayed in a chart or

Queen Elizabeth I, Barbara Jordan,

on the same person so that they might

a Venn diagram. Students can role be able to talk about him or her with

George Bush, and Bill Clinton might play scenes from the lives of their sub

discuss the nature of leadership and the jects, or press conferences can be held
results of the recent election. The
to provide opportunities for students to

spontaneous, natural discussion ema
nates from the students' research of

practice and refine their characteriza

their child.

Using biographies can provide a way
to differentiate for exceptionalities

among students while meeting the

tions as they respond to questions. The

needs of all students in the classroom.

discussion between Cleopatra and

dren in much the same way as my

their subjects' leadership qualities and role players can also work in pairs to
Reading a biography of someone from
experiences. At the same time, mem interview each other. One memorable similar circumstances whose achieve
bers of the class might study the topic scene of our paired role-playing was a
ments are notable may help other chil
of leadership to supplement this unit.

John F. Kennedy as they compared

Procedures
Although biographies as a genre are
highly recommended, I have learned
that students may lack the necessary
information for choosing a biography.
They do not know the names of many
well-known figures. After all, they

have only been reading for a few

years! Therefore, the initial unit activi
ties familiarize students with as many

notable persons as possible. To begin,

underachieving student, Taylor, reso
notes on sibling rivalry.
nated with the biography of Winston
The students may also study a char Churchill. I have often noted that stu
acter in a small-group setting and dents select the biography of the per
dramatize the events at a family re son who has the most to teach them.
union or at a picnic with members of
Students can learn to respect indi
the famous individual's family. These vidual differences, such as the physical
settings allow the group to re-create handicaps of Franklin Roosevelt, the
the personalities of family members poor academic performance in ele
and to imagine the interactions that mentary school of Isaac Newton, or
might take place. In further prepara Werner Von Braun's failure in algebra.
tion, the students learn theatrical tech Comer believes that biographies have

the students code a long list of names
niques for portraying a person and the power to help young people under
from the school and public libraries develop a list of potential questions to stand commonalities with people from
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diverse backgrounds. My students (Yaakov, 1990), or Senior High School being prompted by a question. All of
have become comfortable reading Library Catalog (Hillegass & Yaakov, those who have observed a Meeting of
1987).
books about the lives of diverse people
Minds discussion agree that partici
and often choose biographies of indi
viduals whose ethnicity, culture, and

gender are different from their own.
In addition, biographies offer gifted

students models of people who have

applied their abilities. Discussions

help students understand how these
successful individuals coped with per

pants' vocabulary and thought proc
esses seem to rise to the occasion.

The Meeting of Minds

At the end of the discussion, stu

dents and parents attend a reception at
On the day of the high-level discus which the students remain in character.

sions, students carrying costumes ar

rive before class begins. Once in

The enthusiasm that pervades a Meet
ing of Minds discussion demonstrates

costume, they experience the unique
that the unit provides an educational?
feeling of assuming the persona of
sonal characteristics such as para
even
Thomas Edison, Winston Churchill, dents.inspirational?experience for stu
lyzing perfectionism, unrealistic
John F. Kennedy, Susan B. Anthony,
expectations from parents and peers,
Taking Taylor's lead, I have had stu
Mother Teresa, or Henry Ford. Parents dents write letters before the discus
responsibility for world problems at an

early age, and the often pervasive and
critical underachievement faced by the

gifted.

file in, and a hush falls over the room.

the lives of prominent individuals.

Exploring options

The participants introduce them

Instead of the theme of leadership,

selves and discuss their achievements.

teachers may want to emphasize biog
raphies that deal with invention and
creativity, space exploration and dis

quaintance with other discussion par

covery, business, or the fine arts. The

sion to the individuals they will

I take my place and announce that I
portray. Now, in closing, the famous
will facilitate the discussion, empha individuals write back:
sizing the role teachers often play in

Some participants explain their ac

Dear Taylor,
Thank you for your letter to me. I take
it as a great tribute and honor for you to
have chosen me for this event.

Winston Churchill

ticipants and provide the details of the

friendship. My questions aim at

perspectives taken by students in ex themes I want my students to remem Lathlaen is a gifted and talented resource
amining the lives of these individuals ber. I often ask about the importance of teacher for Grades 3-5 at Westwood Ele
mentary School in Friendswood, Texas.

will depend on the students them
selves: their cultural awareness,

having a mentor, the need for risk tak
ing, evidence of creativity, and how in

their self-esteem, the degree to which
they face adversity, their knowledge of
leadership, and their creativity. The is
sues covered will also depend upon the

encourage a discussion of the positive
and negative aspects of human quali References

goals of the teacher, resources in the

school community, and the biogra

phies that are available for use. Biog

raphies can be used in conjunction

with a science, social studies, or lan

guage arts class. A list of recom

dividuals have overcome obstacles. I

ties and characteristics so that famous

Comer, J.P. (1990, January). Great lives,
great examples. Parents, 65,110.
Dreyer, S.S. (Ed.). (1977-1989). The book
perspectives.
finder (Vols. 1-4). Circle Pines, MN:
Parents and students become in
American Guidance Service.
volved in the questioning and ask high
Hillegass, RE., & Yaakov, J. (Eds.). (1987).
level, thoughtful questions. As each
Senior high school library catalog (13th

persons are viewed from multiple

famous person is questioned, the stu

mended biographies can be found in
The Bookfinder (Dreyer, 1977-1989).
Additional sources are the Children's

dent portraying that individual formu

Catalog (Yaakov & Price, 1991), Jun

person's life. Eventually, students be

ior High School Library Catalog

lates an appropriate answer that

ed.). New York: H.W. Wilson.

Yaakov, J. (Ed.). (1990). Junior high school
library catalog (6th ed.). New York: H.W.

Wilson.

reflects a mastery of the details of the Yaakov, J., & Price, A. (Eds.). (1991). Chil

gin to interact spontaneously without

dren's catalog (16th ed.). New York: H.W.

Wilson.
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